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The Ask.

CEBIT was traditionally a key pillar in IBM’s business, marketing and communication
strategy. With the fair`s sudden cancellation at the end of 2018, IBM was immediately
invested in creating an owned platform.

The aim was to not only substitute business results but rather create an unique, never
before attendee experience that would serve the following objectives. Increase brand
relevancy for IBM’s B2B core audience, re-introduce the IBM brand to the public and
shape a fresh, contemporary image that represents key values of the brand:
Innovation, agility and continuous transformation.

As a result, GPJ was asked to develop a first-of-its-kind pop-up experience in summer
2019. The cultural vibe and a large start-up scene giving it legitimate claim to be the
innovation capital of Germany were both the main factors driving the decision to pick
Berlin as the host city.

The Execution.

From May 20 to June 29 in 2019, IBM invited its clients, partners and the public to
Think at IBM.

Bikini Berlin. Left Side: IBM Main Shop, Branding. Right Side: Terrace, IBM Live Studio

The heritage-listed Bikini Berlin is located in the heart of the city, between Berlin Zoo
and Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church. The “partly redeveloped, partly reconstructed
architecture of post-war modernism boasts a new, functional urbanity” and is set up as
the “world’s first concept shopping mall”. Both strongly supported the brand image and
main objectives, hence proving Bikini Berlin to be the perfect location for Think at IBM.

Effectively, less than 5 months for planning and execution were left in the run-up to the
event. The ambition and scale of the event as well as numerous challenges by
executing in an operational shopping mall that is heritage-listed often asked for new
and creative solutions. Starting out initially with a small planning taskforce of only a
handful of people, the number of staff grew exponentially to enable a successful
execution.
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On 1,700 sqm, with the mall operating as usual, several spaces spread out across the
venue were built-out to be the Think at IBM experience backbone: the main shop for
larger and smaller sessions incl. exhibition area & design thinking garage, the rooftop
terrace incl. the IBM Live Studio, the pop-up box in the ground floor and additional
smaller session spaces across the mall.

Bikini Berlin, Floorplan, IBM Locations

The exhibition area in the main store, pop-up box and rooftop terrace were publicly
available, to learn about and discuss future technologies, play or just relax. The
specially designed showcases helped to explain complex topics in interactive & fun
ways. A client journey was designed across the mall, from attract (pop-up box in the
ground floor) to interact (main shop) and extend & discuss (terrace).
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Main Shop: Experience Area, Activations.

Pop-up Box
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More than 80 dedicated events were hosted. Event formats ranged from a cooperative
session with Berlin schools building dust sensors to a weekend-long developer
hackathon to business presentations to networking receptions; from large group
lectures to small group workshops to 1 to few breakouts. Events were hosted in the
main shop, on the rooftop terrace or further locations within the Bikini Berlin, while
many events occupying two or more.

Main Shop, Terrace, “Prenzlauer Berg”: Various event formats
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Think at IBM was designed in a resource saving and human centered way that could
still accommodate countless attendee journeys, enabled by extensive logistical
planning, and the use of agile architecture in interior, light and digital demo points.

Wooden cube modules by Bene (located at the Bikini) were used for the easy
construction of grandstands and different types of furniture. Soundproof curtains in the
main shop enabled almost instant conversions from a main tent setup to breakout
areas and vice versa.

All spaces were constantly re-purposed according to the needs of each individual
event, while delivering a consistent brand experience for attendees across each step
of their journey.

Due to the longtime span of the event, most of the furniture was bought and will be
reused at IBM offices or further events, which ensures a more sustainable approach
and leverages the look & feel created.

Main Shop: Room/seating setup examples
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The rooftop terrace was built-out from scratch and included a Live Studio, Cabanas
and a basketball court. Overall, the applied design language and the improvised
character of a pop-up formed a casual atmosphere, creating the image of a new and
fresh IBM.

Terrace: Basketball court

Further marketing activities extended the reach and maximized the impact of Think at
IBM such as live broadcasts from the terrace on social media, electronic billboard
advertising in Berlin, the IBM Security Truck “C-TOC” and collaborations with external
3rd party events that took place in Berlin at the same time. E.g. as part of a close
collaboration, the official pre-registration for “we are developers 2019” took place at
the Bikini mall.
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Surround Campaign: Ads, Digital assets
The Results.

The Think at IBM team pioneered & successfully delivered a trailblazing event
experience in the B2B domain.

The positive outcome is measurable not only by overwhelmingly positive attendee
feedback. The measurable impact on brand health is also exceeding every
expectation. Business targets were already exceeded over the course of the event.


